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LEBANON VALLEY MIDGET BASEBALL LEAGUE CONSTITUTION & BY-LAWS   

As Amended December 2019  

    

Article I: Administration Section  

A: Officers   

 1.       The league shall consist of the following officers:   

a. President: The President shall be responsible to conduct all league business and function as 

the Chief Executive Officer of the league.   

b. Vice President: The Vice President assumes the duties of the President in his/her absence 

and assists the President as requested.   

c. Secretary/Treasurer (who shall be paid $50 annually): Secretary/Treasurer keeps all records, 

carries out all correspondence in the name of the league, and reports all actions at the next 

meeting. S/he will handle all funds that are common property of the league and give a 

financial report at each meeting. In order to request monies to be spent from the League 

Treasury, the requesting party must contact the Treasurer who will subsequently seek 

approval from the President. If this policy is not followed, the LVMBL will not honor the 

request for payment or reimbursement. Any and all debts occurred by an individual player 

will become the responsibility of the team if the debt is not paid, including fees and penalties 

for bad checks. The Secretary/Treasurer is responsible for researching and obtaining 

insurance.   

d. Scorer (who shall be paid $50 annually): Scorer will handle all statistics and have league 

standings published at least once a week.   

e. Umpire Coordinator   

f. Web Site Administrator (who shall be paid $300 annually).   

Article I: Administration Section  

B: Elections   

1. Officer’s elections are held annually at the September meeting as the first order under    

“New Business.” Winners shall be declared by a majority vote of the teams.    

2. If no one is nominated or volunteers for an office position, then President or Vice President can 

assign the position or handle it themselves.   

3. The term of office will be one year.   

   

   

Article II: Regular League Business   

Section A: Monthly Meeting Schedule    

1. There will be two meetings per year, more if needed.  One meeting with be in March to go over 

rules, the second meeting will be held in June to go over All-Stars.  This may be completed by 

email as well.   

  

a.    If pressing league business needs to be addressed and for whatever reason (weather or 

scheduling), league business may be handled electronically (conference call or email).   
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2. Because all by-law votes occur after a season, only teams that have completed the previous 

season are eligible to be counted in the voting.  

  

   

  

3. Issues, including but not limited to, boundaries, player eligibility, roster rules, and discipline are 

reserved for the LVMB Board and Association leadership. However, nothing shall prohibit the 

coaches from providing routine input into rule changes for the “on the field product,” that is to say, 

the playing rules of the game. The LVMB Board shall solicit and consider the opinions of the 

coaches and the Board may stand up ad hoc committees to quickly address and resolve any 

such issue. All playing rule changes must be in effect by April 1 as amended by the LVMB Board. 

The exception to this is serious in-season safety or competition issues that may arise and require 

resolution for the best interest of the game and the children playing it.     

4. All new teams must be approved by the February meeting. A team that is re-entering after a one 

year absence shall be considered a “new team” for the purposes of dues and voting rights. That 

is to say that a “new team” may only vote in elections and by-laws amendments after it has 

completed a full playing season in the LVMBL.   

   

  

5. Meetings will be governed by Robert’s Rules of Order.   

  

6. Each association shall be required to hold liability and personal injury insurance in the amounts of  

$2,000,000 per aggregate and $1,000,000 per occurrence naming Lebanon Valley Midget 

Baseball as an “additional insurer”.  The league fees of each association will be reduced by the 

amount of any fee associated with naming LVMB league as “additional insured” on an existing 

policy.  This certificate must be handed in by April 1st of the season of play.  Games will be 

forfeited until such time as this certificate is issued.    

   

7. For the 2016 season, LVMB has added a second division. That division is the former Lebanon 

County Pony Baseball League’s “12U/Midget Division.” That division will be governed according 

to the “Memorandum of Agreement and Understanding Between the Lebanon County Pony 

Baseball League (LCPBL) And Lebanon Valley Midget Baseball (LVMB) Dated November 5, 

2015” which was signed and executed on November 5, 2015.   

  

8. When taking over the 12U/Midget division in 2016, LVMB adopted the plus one rule.  In 2019, It 

was voted upon and changed to a plus two rule.    
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Article II: Committees   

Section A: Committee Rules   

1.   A coach from a team may be selected to be part of a committee if the need exists. One team will be 

designated to chair the committee.    

Article III: Committees   

Section B: Committee Listing and Descriptions   

   

1. Boundaries Committee: The league will establish territorial boundaries for each team in the 

league. Any Association requesting redraw or reconsideration of the boundaries must submit a 

written or electronic mail request in advance of the September meeting. The LVMB Board will 

select three coaches or other interested parties to participate in the Boundaries Committee. The 

Vice President will chair the committee and the Secretary/Treasurer will be a member as well. The 

Boundaries Committee will conduct an investigation/analysis of the request. This may include a 

presentation by the requesting Association with rebuttal time by any other affected Association, no 

such meeting taking longer than 45 minutes. The Boundaries Committee will develop a written 

recommendation and submit it to the President. The President will present the committee findings 

to the Association leadership at the September meeting and will endorse the committee 

recommendation. The Association leadership will vote to accept or reject.   

   

2. Grievance Committee: The President enforces the rules of the LVMB and is responsible for 

levying discipline. Should the party who receives discipline or disagrees with a league decision on a 

rule interpretation, that party may file a grievance with the Grievance Committee. This ad hoc 

committee will consist of the Secretary and two or four coaches or Association officers who are not 

involved in the current dispute/grievance/protest. The Vice-President is the alternate to the 

committee in the absence of the Secretary. The Grievance and Rules Committee will administer the 

established rules as brought forth by the LVMB by conducting hearings and following through on 

any grievance brought forth by complainant. All alleged rules violations and grievances will be 

investigated by the committee. Any Grievance or Rules violations must be submitted to the 

Committee via email or other writing within 24 hours of occurrence. The Grievance Committee can 

vote to uphold or overturn the President’s decision in whole or in part. The decision of the 

Grievance Committee is final.   

   

   

3. Tournament Committee: This committee will be responsible for the end of season LVMBL League 

Playoff Tournament, the mid-season All Star event(s) and post-season tournaments such as 

Susquehanna and Haps Boyer Tournaments. The selection process of All Star teams and coaches 

will be governed by the League President and Vice President.   

  

Article IV: Eligibility   

Section A: Player Eligibility   

1. The LVMBL follows Little League protocol governing “Baseball Age.”   

a. All associations MUST VERIFY birth certificates and ages.  Proof must be available within 

2448 hours if LVMB officers request it.  Failure to comply could result in suspension and/or forfeit 

of games and probation of association for five years.    
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2. Players must reside within boundaries as stated in the LVMBL Boundary Document. Head 

Coaches from outside of the territorial boundaries may have their son or daughter play for them 

provided that the head coach has been a head midget coach for that team for one complete spring 

season preceding the season in which the player wants to play outside his/her boundaries. Any 

team may have only one “head coach” and/or “manager” for the purposes of this rule.    

   

3. Once a player is on a midget roster, should that player relocate residence, s/he has the option to 

remain on the original roster or try out for the team to which they relocated.   

   

4. A player’s residence must be his or her residence in which he or she resides at the majority of their 

time. The league does not honor temporary residence such as a Grand-parent or as a temporary 

residence such as a friend, or relative unless they are the legal guardians.   

   

5. Player eligibility conflicts must be brought before the governing board.   

   

6. All players who are “Baseball Age” 10 or older must try out for Midget Baseball in their home 

Association.   

   

7. If team folds for a season, all players from folding team are eligible to try out for any team in the  

LVMBL.   

   

8. Any 12 year old cut from a team may try out for any other LVMBL team. Cuts of 12 Year Old 

players should take place early enough to ensure that the player has access to other team’s try out 

process and teams should ensure that any twelve year old is provided with contact information for 

all other teams in the league so the player may seek out a place to play.   

   

9. Rosters must be submitted by April 1st of each year and must include child’s name, birth date, 

residence address and phone number. The President will delegate responsibility to examine the 

rosters as needed. Anyone selected to this task will determine if there are any eligibility issues that 

need to be addressed. It will be addressed and decided by the governing board. The President will 

issue a ruling on eligibility which will be final. The Rosters will be maintained by the LVMBL and will 

not be disseminated to each team with identifying information on it. Player names will be listed on 

the website, but no other information.    

   

Article IV: Eligibility   

Section B: Roster Rules   

1. Once a player is placed on a roster, that player must play for that team until they are finished with 

Midget Baseball unless the player moves. A player that moves from one territorial boundary to 

another would have the choice to continue with current team or join his or her team that the new 

residence is in.   

2. If an Association has more than one team, a player on roster A must stay with roster A. A player 

on one team may not switch to another team within its same Association unless one or more 

teams are dissolved.   

3. No team may accept a player from outside of their boundaries unless that situation has been 

described within the player eligibility section of the LVMBL by-laws.   

4. Call-Ups: Call-ups are not part of your permanent roster unless they play in one half of the 

scheduled regular season game with 3 or more innings in those games. If extra player meets the 

maximum and 3 innings per game he or she becomes a permanent fixture of that midget roster.   
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a. Call-Ups cannot play in any single game until all of your rostered players have played. All 

roster players must satisfy LVMB’s must play rules before a Call-Up can enter the game. 

Exceptions to this rule- if the call up is the 9th player, then the call up may be included in the 

starting line-up.   

b. Call-Ups should only be taken to games when you are concerned about being able to field a 

team. Call-Ups can be brought to games and are able to suit up IF they do not have a practice 

or a game with their main team. These players do NOT have to play.   

c. A Call-Up may enter a game as either a defensive replacement, batter or both but is not 

required to do both if a coach chooses to play the Call-Up after all other rostered players have 

entered the game.   

d. The President of LVMB and opposing coach must be notified before the start of each game 

that they are planning to use a Call-Up.  Failure to notify each party will result in a forfeit.  

Notification can be done in one of two ways: emails or phone calls.     

5. A roster may be made up entirely of twelve-year-old if so desired.   

   

Article V: Rules and Exceptions   

Section A: Applicability   

   

1.   The LVMBL shall abide by the Little League Official Rule Book. The LVMBL may make “local rules 

exceptions” by way of regular league voting protocols. A Rule Exception must be proposed at one 

meeting and voted upon at the next meeting.   

Article V: Rules and Exceptions   

Section B. Local Rules Exceptions   

    

1. Scheduling:   

a. Unless otherwise scheduled, the start time for weeknight games is 5:45 PM.   

b. Home teams must be off of their field thirty minutes before game time. Teams not doing so 

are subject to a grievance being filed.   

c. Any change of time must be approved by both coaches and Umpire Coordinator. No game 

will start later than 15 minutes after scheduled start. If team does not get to the scheduled 

field within the 15-minute grace period, the offending team forfeits. If an emergency takes 

place, the league will reconsider a forfeit. To start a game a team must have 8 players.   

When the 9th spot is up in the batting order the umpire shall declare the 9th spot as an out. 

If a 9th player arrives he or she is inserted into the vacant 9th slot in the batting order.   

d. Visiting team must be off of field 5 minutes before game time. Umpires will be responsible to 

request offending coaches to remove the team. Violations to be filed with grievance 

committee and suspensions will be considered.   

e. Weekend games start time can be determined by each teams Head Coach & the Umpire 

Coordinator.   

f. Rain out or incomplete games must be rescheduled within 7 days and played within 14 days 

of said game. Failure to do so will require league intervention. The league will then 

reschedule the game on the next open date for both teams that can be accommodated by 

the umpire’s association. If the rescheduled game is rained out or incomplete, then the 

same rules will apply to that game. If either team fails to show up for the rescheduled game, 

the team will forfeit. If neither team shows up, both will forfeit. The Grievance Committee will 

be the deciding arbiter with input from the Scorer.   

   

2. Coaches and Assistant Coaches   
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a. Coaches and Assistant Coaches are permitted to warm up pitchers.   

b. Coaches and Assistant Coaches are permitted to be base coaches. No more than two 

base coaches are permitted at any one time.   

c. Little League has no such title as “Head Coach,” but does have a title of “Manager.” For 

LVMB purposes, “Manager” and “Head Coach” shall mean the same thing. Every team 

may have only one person who may be called “Manager” and/or “Head Coach.” There is 

no such thing as a co-manager, co-head coach, or any other loophole to have multiple 

persons circumvent boundary eligibility, including having both a manager and a head 

coach on a particular team.   

d. There is no prohibition against having more than two assistant coaches in the dugout as 

outlined in Little League Rules.   

e. There can be no more than five coaches in a dug out at any given time, this includes the 

scorekeeper.    

3. Must Play, Extra Hitter, and Re-Entry Rule   

a. To start a game, a team must have eight (8) players present. When the ninth spot in the 

batting order is up, the umpire shall declare an out. If a nine player arrives, s/he is inserted 

into the vacant 9th spot in the batting order.  In the event that a player becomes ill, injured 

or ejected and you have no players available to insert into the lineup due to using 

everyone on your roster the coach may take a player from his bench and reinsert them into 

the player’s spot.   

b. Line-Up Cards must be given to the other team at beginning of game. Any lineup changes 

during game must be reported to umpire and other head coach or team.   

c. If you only have nine players with you for any game and one of them becomes ill or gets 

ejected, you may still play with eight players, but the removed player’s spot in the lineup is 

an automatic out.    

d. In 2005, LVMBL adopted a “Must Play Rule.” All players that appear on the “Regular   

Roster” must bat one time and play defensively for three (3) consecutive outs.  The 

“Regular Roster excludes Call Up players that have not attached to the roster as stated in 

Article IV, Section B, Bullet point 4.   

e. The Batter must finish his Plate Appearance and may not be removed for a pinch runner 

except in case of injury.   

f. Each team is only obligated to play as many players as the other team has. For example, if 

Team A has 12 players and Team B has 15 players, Team B is only obligated to play 12 

players. If Team B elects to substitute any or all of its three extra players into the game, 

the extra player(s) do not have to meet the minimum playing requirement.   

g. For the 2015 season, we will be using LL Rule 4.01 Note 2 regarding late arriving players.   

h. The “Must Play Rule” does not apply to shortened games (weather, darkness, or any other 

reason that an umpire would call the game).   

i. The “Must Play Rule” does apply to a game shortened by the “Mercy Rule.”    

j. Extra Hitter: An Extra Hitter (EH) is optional in a lineup.   

i. A team that starts with an EH must end with an EH. An EH cannot be added once 

the game starts.   

ii. An EH must either play the field for three consecutive outs or must have two 

complete plate appearances under the “Must Play Rule.” Both plate appearances 

require that the player may not be removed for a pinch runner except in case of 

injury.   

iii. Any player inserted into the EH spot must have two complete plate appearances if 

s/he does not play the field. Violations must be submitted to the Grievance 
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Committee so that umpires can be made aware of violators and enforce the “Must 

Play Rule” sanction listed above.   

k. Violations of the “Must Play Rule” result in the following sanctions:   

i.     First Offense: Forfeit and one games suspension of head coach; ii.      

Second Offense: Forfeit and One Week suspension of head coach; iii.     

Third Offense; Forfeit and Suspension for rest of current season.   

iv. In all violations of the “Must Play Rule,” teams that do not get required number of 

players into a game are required to have those players that did not play start the 

next game and have 2 at bats and 6 consecutive outs of participation defensively.    

v. Violations must be submitted to the governing board so that umpires can be made 

aware of violators and enforce the “Must Play Rule” sanction listed in “iv” above.   

l. LVMB will allow a courtesy runner for the catcher or pitcher currently in those positions if 

there are two outs and that runner shall be whomever made the 2nd out of the inning. (This 

rule is on a one-year trial period to see if it helps to speed up the game.)  

m. The “Re-Entry Rule” is Rule 3.03 in the Little League Rule Book.   

   

4. Pitching Rules   

a. Pitchers must warm up on the sidelines prior to the game. Pitchers may not warm up on the 

mound until the games has begun. The penalty for violation of this rule is a one game 

suspension for the head coach.   

b. Pitchers may pitch six (6) innings within a calendar week (Sunday to Saturday). For the 

purposes of this, one pitch equals one inning.   

1 Beginning in 2020 the innings limited of 6 per week will apply to suspended games as 

well.  No matter the circumstance players may only pitch 6 innings from Sunday to 

Saturday.  Days rest are required whether the game is suspended or regularly 

scheduled.    

 c.  In 2007, the LVMBL adopted a “Pitch Count Rule.”   

i. 85 pitches in a day requires three days rest;   

ii. 41 to 84 pitches in a day requires two days  rest;   

iii. 21 to 40 pitches in a day requires one day rest;   

iv. 1 to 20 pitches does not require a day’s rest. However, back to back days of 

pitching 1 to 20 pitches requires one day rest following the second appearance 

on the back to back days. (Example: Pitcher throws twenty pitches on Monday. 

He may throw 20 pitches on Tuesday, but then must rest Wednesday. If s/he 

throws more than 20 pitches on the second day, normal rest for that amount of 

pitches PLUS ONE DAY rest applies; second appearance is 84 pitches, the 

pitcher must rest two days for the 84 pitches and one additional day for back to 

back appearances.)   

v. Example: If a pitcher throws 85 pitches on a Monday, s/he may not pitch again                    

until Friday (the three days of rest are Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday).   
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d. A player may begin a new inning or batter by throwing his/her 85th pitch. S/he must be 

removed when the current batter finishes his/her plate appearance.     

e. The Home scorekeeper is the official pitch count tracker for both teams and must report pitch 

counts with the score following the game.   

f. Pitch Count Rule Violations result in the following sanctions:   

i.        First Offense: Forfeit and one games suspension of head coach; ii.       

Second Offense: Forfeit and One Week suspension of head coach; iii.      

Third Offense:  Forfeit and Suspension for rest of current season.   

g.     A player may play the positions of pitcher and catcher within the same game.   

    

5. Other Rules   

a. A fake bunt, or any similar effect, to entice fielders to move towards the batter, followed by a 

swing is prohibited and shall result in the batter being declared out. Any base runners who 

advanced as a result of the play must return to the base(s) previously occupied.   

b. The LVMB does follow the Dropped Third Strike Rule.   

c. Swing sticks and other hitting devices are not permitted for use during any games for batters 

that are warming up.    

   

6. Score Reporting   

a. Items to be reported are; score, winning pitcher, losing pitcher, innings pitched by each 

pitcher used, and home runs.   

b. It is the duty of the home team to report all necessary information to the scorer by 12 Noon 

of the following day of the game that was played. Those home teams not following league 

policy are subject to a one game suspension.    

    

Article V: Rules and Exceptions   

Section C: Equipment and Safety   

1.  Properly affixed Chin Straps are optional for all properly fitting batting helmets. Helmets that 

cannot be brought immediately into compliance will be taken out of play by the umpire and 

reported to the President. The batting helmet must remain on the player’s head at all times 

while in the field of play.   

a. First Offense: Warning;   

b. Second Offense: Player is called out and suspended one game;   

c. Third Offense:  Players is called out and suspended for one week;   

d. Fourth Offense: Player is called out and suspended for the year.   

2. Bats must have a length to weight drop ratio of greater than or equal to minus-12 and a BPF 

of 1.15 or less (minus 12, minus 11, etc bats are legal. Minus 13 are not legal).   

3. Breakaway bases are not mandatory   

4. All teams participating in the Lebanon Valley Midget Baseball League shall adopt and enforce 

a “One player, one helmet, one bat policy” for players warming up to bat in the designated 
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“Safe Swing Zone”. This area shall be defined by means of a temporary or permanent fence 

and shall be designed to permit one player from each team to safely and freely swing a bat in 

an effort to warm up before taking the field of play.  This policy permits the one player on deck 

to wear a batting helmet and swing a warm up bat in the designated area. This does not  

relieve the player or the team from insuring that the warm up swings are taken in a 

responsible and safe manner however will hopefully reduce or eliminate the risk of injury to 

others. Only coaches, players, umpires, league representatives and field representatives shall 

be permitted in this area and only after having caught the attention of a player using this “Safe 

Swing Zone”.  At the start of an inning, one additional player may warm up on the field, out of 

the way of the defensive team warming up on the field.   

5. Umpire Equipment. All home teams shall carry 1 set of extra equipment for an umpire that 

may or may not have his own equipment or an umpire would have a piece of equipment 

break.   

Article V: Rules and Exceptions   

Section D: Behavior   

1. Coach’s behavior:  Fighting is an automatic 3 game suspension. Offending coach must come 

before the governing board to review problem to make sure all disputes are resolved.   

2. A coach or coaches that have been suspended for 1 year must re-apply to the league.   

3. Coaches and volunteers who deal with children will be required to submit background checks 

as provided for by the current law of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Decisions on 

eligibility will be determined by the Associations in which they reside in. If an appeal is brought 

forward, eligibility will be determined by the governing board on the submitted background 

checks.  

  

4. Coaches and Players behavior. Any ejection is an automatic 1 game suspension (subject to 

appeal at which a determination will be made to suspend or rescind the official ejection). If 

violating coach does not appeal before his team’s next scheduled game s/he is accepting the 

automatic suspension. An appeal will consist of written or E-mailed testimony of the 

happenings of the ejection. This includes testimony from violating coach, umpires at said 

game and a coach (not limited to head coach) from the opposing team.   

a. 1st ejection = 1 game suspension;   

b. 2nd ejection = one week (7 calendar days) suspension,   

c. 3rd ejection = suspension for remainder of year. All third ejection offenses will go before 

the grievance committee before the penalty is invoked as a form of automatic appeal.   

   

5.       All coaches, players, parents and fans are expected to abide by the LVMB Code of Conduct. 

Failure to do so will result in disciplinary action that will include warnings, suspensions, and 

expulsion from the league. The LVBL Officers will be the governing body for any disciplinary 

action that is to be taken. Each team is responsible to inform their parents/guardians, players, 

and coaches about this code. This code is as follows:    

• Coaches bear responsibility for teaching players to strive for success while playing 

fairly, observing the laws of the game and the highest levels of sportsmanship.   

• Coaches, players & parents shall treat officials with respect and dignity.   

• Our opponents are worthy of being treated with respect. Coaches will model such 

respect for opponents and expect their players to do likewise.     

• The coaches must never place the value of winning over the safety and welfare of 

players.   
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• Coaches must not tolerate inappropriate behavior from players regardless of the 

situation.   

• Coaches are responsible for their players' actions on the field and must not permit them 

to perform with intent of causing injury to opposing players.   

• Professional respect, before, during and after the game, should be mutual. There 

should be no demeaning or profane dialogue or gestures between officials, coaches, 

players and parents.   

6.  The baseball oath will be read by one or more players participating before each game as each 

team lines up on its respective baseline. This should be done 3 minutes before the game. A 

member of each team if desired may read the oath.   

Article VI: Playoffs and Tournaments   

Section A: Playoff Tournament Rules   

1. The only regular season playoff would be for a 1st place tie in the Regular Season 

Championship.   

2. There will be a tournament at the end of the year and seeding will be determined by the 

standing of the regular season.   

3. During the Playoff Tournament, umpires will work to settle all situations on the field. Protests 

will be allowed for age and pitching violations or rule interpretations only. Protests must be 

declared to the Umpire-in-Chief and then to the Tournament Official before the next pitch 

following the dispute. No protest will be allowed following the game. Tournament officials and 

Umpires will rule on all protests and their decision will be final.   

4. Tournament Officials have the authority to eject a player, coach, team, and/or spectators 

anytime during a tournament.   

5. Any other tournament recommended should be submitted to the governing board.   


